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PREFACE

1.4

On behalf of the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the I'ollowiag
information is submitted to the United States Senate Small Business Committee as back-

ground for its consideration in the regulation of hearing aids,

This document is intended to provide n broad comprel_ensive view of noise polhltion.
It will highlight the most recent findings and literntnre in the field. The nlore relevant
reports are submitted to the record iu their entirety,
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

"Noise" is commonly defined as tlowanted sound, Alfllotlgh there Js great concern
today over tile adverse effects of noise, tile problem is not new. The Romans prohibited
chariot Inovenlent at night due to noise.

Sound results from a d]strnhance in the atnlosphere that is tnnlsnl]lted as a pressure
wave. It is a phenonlena related to nlotion and vibralion. [n our dyoanlle, technological
society that has grown so greatly in recent decades, it is no wonder thai noise has proliferated,

The eose_rn for ilOlSe is straightforward-how can we elhllinate or reduce it. Tile

solution, however, is a eonlplex, nufltkliseipllaary task that ;if feels the entire popnlatlon.
A discussion of these complexities will provkle insight as In tile true nalure of Ihe problem.
First, noise has dramatic psycilological effecls, as well as profound, irreversihle physiologi-
Sill effects. IIllrlllless levels of noise exposure may elicit an nocolnfironljSillg anne.vaned

response', while danlaging levels may brhlg pleasnre, All exanlflie WOllldbe tile responses
often associated with a barking dog a0d loud rock nlnsi¢.

Second, psychologic01 response to noise is both subjective and statistical in nature.
Sound that is very annoying to one individual nlay be enjoyable to anolher. In fact, the
Sallle sonnd 111_iyannoy an individual at one time and relax the same personat another.
Physiological effects, though less snbjectlve, are no less controversial. This is reflected in
the multitude of different damage criteria which have been advocated over tile past 25
years ( l ).

Third, tile harm fnl effects of noise are ¢nnl01ative and insidious. Ilearing loss, for

example, occurs gradnally and will go tlnnotiead ilntil an incurable h_lndieap develops.
Irritating noise may create lension ill an indivlduilI nnd cause tlnwnrrallled social response.

Fourth, m in s exposure to llOiSt2 is often volLIntilry. Alnplified nltlSi¢, snowmobiles,
sport shooting ._nd boating *ire examples of voluntary, recreational e×posttres to noise.

Thus, controlling all sources of noise could impose severe restrictions on recreational
hours and location. One man's voluntary exposnre may lead to another's involuntary e×po-
sure and snbseqtlent detriment.

Fifth, noise control is not a simple or straightforward science. It is often viewed as
an art that utilizes certain filndalnental engineering principles. Noise does not result from



any specific processes, but is present wherever disturbauces occur. Noise cmstrol requires

a "systems or holistic al_pro;icll" since it is generally intimately related to the operation
or process creating it. Tile solution is gmlenllly costly and complex.

Sixtb, sound is everywhere, all tile lime, It continuously varies ill ioteosity und
form. It is transient and moves with its sonrce wiserever it may go, Mall'S total exposure
to noise has infinite variatimls,

Thus, noise--a polbttaut we have accepted for yearsr-iS a serlons, complex problem
that cumulatively affects everyone throughottt their entire life.

Rettlrning to ills overview of noise pol]ntion, it was slated that noisa reslllls from a

disturbance in the atmosphere that is transmitted in wave fornl. Sound may travel through
any medium, not only air, It travels at a speed proportioa;d to the density of tbe meditnn.
For example sound travels fz_sterill water, a dense olediunl, then its air.

Being a wuvt_, sound may be described by its fretlnency and anlplilnde. An exiimp]e

is a musical note stroll as 'C', which is nt 256 cycles/see. Ilowever, noise is not often a single

pure tune but rather a broad spectnnn of many frequencies with differcut amplitudes.
Tile amplitude is consnlmlly measured in lerms of a ratio of sonud pressures known as
"decibels".

Noise generally reaches mlnl by atmospheric waves impblglug on the car. The ear

I is tile bureau receptor for sound. It is a sln:l[I nnd complex org_m. Sound travels through
, tile oilier ear to tile ear drunl in tile usiddle ear. Acting ;is a diaphram, tile eardrum

transmits sound to the inner car by means of a lever system of tiny bones. Tile inner ear

is composed of a fluid filled spiral organ that traosmits sound to tile auditory nerve.
Fronl here it travels to the brain, which allows perception (2,3).

Noise is commonly ioeasttred in two ways, bolh t_lillzing electronic metering instru-
ments, The first is a single number, bs decibels, that describes the entire spectnnn of the
lloise, The other is to divide the spectrum into bands mn:lobtain a number in decibels for
eacll band of noise ill file speclrtnn. Since noise is genendly tinl¢ varying, a variety of schemes
have been developed to accouut for this factor, There are two common descriptors used

for this purpose. The first is the equivulent noise level (Leq) which is the single level that
contains Ilia same energy as tile time varying levels over a given period of lime, Tile
other method is statistical and presents levels exceeded a certain percentage of time. For

example, L90 is that level exceeded 90% of tile time,

] Although noise is virtually everywhere to some degree, it is possible to identify tile

* major sources of environmental uoise. By far the largest source is transportation vellieles.



This includes trucks, trains, aircraft, motorcycles, automobiles, etc. Next, is constrnction
eqnipment, consisting of a multitude of powerfid, special purpose inachines. Third woukl
be household appliances and prodncts sucb as hairdryers, Ibod blenders and lawnmowers.
Although contributing to environmental noise, occupational noise comes from every type
of machine inlaginable and is usually treated sap=irately.

Tile general approach to noise reduction is to first identify and control the source,
then tile path of transmission, and finally the receiver of the nosie. Control of the source
might be tile redesign of a machine to reduce the noise generated. The path wotdd be
controlled by installation of enclosures. The rect'ivcr isguarded either by physically re-
moving the individual from noise or by providing hearing protection hi the form of ear
muffs or ear plugs.

Tile human effects of noise are broadly classified as physiological and psychological.
Physiological effects are farther classified ;is auditory ;aid non-auditory, And]tory damage
includes temporary and pernlanent threshold shifts. People recover entirely from temporary
shifts, while there is rio known cure Ibr pernlanent bearillg shifts due to noise exposure.
Non-auditory effects ineJtlde stlch tblngs as headaches, nt2rvonsness, and nansea caused by
eJlanges in metabolic processes. Psychological responseisany change in behavior cattsed
by exposure to noise, They include I_lctors such as irrilability, redtletion in concentration,
and speech interference (2).

Society's effort to reduce noise is divided into three areas.

1, The USEPA is responsible for establishing maxinltlnl permissible limits on new
products introduced into conlmerce,

2. The Departlnent of Labor ix responsible for establishing protective occupational
noise exposure limits,

3. Tile State and local governments are responsible Ibr prescribing acceptable
environmental noise regulations.

Additionally, DOT[FAA are responsible for aircraft noise reduction, and ninny
other agencies ]lave various lesser involvement in noise,

Recognizing the multitude of efforts directed tow_lrd the control of noise, Congress
designated EPA to coordinate all Federal efforts related to noise.

In the filial analysis it becomes evident that noise cannot be totally eliminated.
Since it is so subjective, it would require the elimination of sound, which would neither



be desirable nor possible. The questio_l, then, J_,what to do aJ'[cr all th_Jlc_lllbc done b_is
been dooe. The answer is that llearJag proteclors m_lyba ased by individulJls to reduce
/heir reception of unwanted SOlllld, Tbuse devices ;Jl'ezwailabl¢ in nlatly sl1_Ipesalld fornls

and must be used properly to be effeclive,
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WHAT IS NOISE?

Noise is unwanted sound. Soand is a physical disturbance in tile form of a pressure
variation that can be detuctcd by tile ear. Tile physical distorballco is generally produced
in air by the action of a vibrating object.

When a vibrutlng object moves outward it compresses a layer of air surrounding it.
This compression travels outward, dissipating in relation to the energy that created it.
As the vibrating object moves inward, the surrounding air is rarefied. This rarefaction

travels outward in a manner similar to tile compression, Tile result is therefore a series
ol'aJtcraating compressions and rarefactions, ill sympatby with the vibrations. This is
illustrated in figure I.

fN A Ae V V Av°'°s°
'. "5"_':' .',".,:,;.:.r.'_;.:.,..;.-..-".,.:,.._-.:.:,;.-. •:::_,',..,,.
:..:_,::;... , *,_:_:_':.:-,.'.:: _,_:.,..::. ...:._._:,

J_.1 °Io °" • •_°o.2.'_I_',_ 6 • • o-,_._;.,',.%° • • •o.'_I,.• _*
"**o',_ .'._*•' .'**t.'•*_.",°'o'eo •°.:.,_4 .,.°°oO .*'..,:_:.:'•°.
....:..,..,..,...,,,_-:.-,.....:._....,.....,,_,.....

ei_lllnco _

Figure I, The graph or curve above this picture of sound waves
shows [low pressllre varies above and below average
with distance at a given time. The lower curve shows
how velocity varies, above zero (that is, molecules
moving to the ri_lt) and below zero (that is, molecules
moving to the left), The distance (A) between crests
of botb curves is the wavelength of the sound.
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Sucha series of disturbances is called a sound wave. The number of eonlpressions,
or rarefactions, that passa givenpoint in a specified time period is called Ih_ frequency
of the sound wave. It is generally expressed [n cycles per second, wllich arecalled llertz.
TIle ;nagnitude of the pressure depends upon tile movenlent of the vibrating source, This
determirtes the intensity of tile sound wave.

Smlnd may be described by its frequency, amplitude, and tenlporal chnrncterisUes,
Tile latter is used to determine tile types of noise-ongoing noise and impulsive, noise (2).

Ongoing noise continues for an appreciable period of time. It is further differenlinted
into steady-state, fluctuating, nnd internlittenl noise as described in Table I.

Inlpalsive noise is one or more transient acoustical events StleJlasa guns]lot, each of
which lasts less that 500 milliseconds and has a change in magnitude of at least 40 deeibNs
within Ihat time, The basic pannneters that describe impulsive noise are:

• Peak sound pressure level

• Duration of each impulse (izI milliseconds or inieroseconds)

• Rise and decay tinle

• Type of waveform

• Spectrum

• Number of impulses

Two types of impulsive noise are illnslrnted ia figure 2. In type (a) there is a rapid
rise to a peak sound pressure ]eve] followed by a decay IOa negligible magnitude. Tllough
a subseqnent negative pressure wave of inueh smaller magnitude often occurs, only tile
duration of the positive portion is considered as tile pulse duration. In that type (b)
oscillatory event, the duratioa is taken as being the time for the magnitudo to decay 20
decibels below the peak. It is important to point oat that impulse noise can be properly
measured only by oscillographic techniques due to their short duration.
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Classification of Ongoing NoiseEx _nsnre(=)

Type of Exposure
Steady-State Description Typical Examples

Single con tinuous daily exposure Weaving room noise; sound of
(typically 8 hours but may be of a waterfall; shipboard
shorter or longer) at a constant noise; interior of a ;,'el'dcle or
level within -+5dl]A. aircraft noise; turbine noise;

hum of electrical sab-statlon.

Fluctuating Noise Noise is continuous but level _,_anykinds of processing
rises und lulls (rapidly or grad- or nlannfacturing noise,
ually) more tban 5 dBA during TmMc noise; airport noise;
exposure, n'_any kinds of recreational

noise (e.g., vehicle-racing;
powert.,d ];iwnlnqwing;
radio and TV).

Intermittent Noise Noise is discontinuous: i.e., Many kinds of industrial
the level fails to unnleasnrable noise (especially in con-

low or to nonhazardous levels straction work, ship build-
between periods of noise ex- ing, forestry, aircraft
posure of which more titan maintenance, etc,); Many
one affects the ear during the kinds of recreational noise
day. Note: This can be re- (e.g., drag rzmcing,rock con-

garded ;is a special case of certs, chainsuwing};light
Iqactnuling noise, traffic noise; occttsional uir-

craft nyovcr noise; nl;]ny
kinds of domestic noise

(e.g., use of electrical
appliances.

7
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ltOW IS NOISE PERCEIVED-THE HUMAN HEARING

MECHANISM.'? (3)

Anatomically. tile ear is divided into three sections-tile enter, tile nfiddle, and tile
timer ears-through whiclt alr-conducted sound waves inust travel for hearing to occur.
Tile outer ear consists of tile fleshy appendage attached to tile head and the ear catlal.

both of which serve to channel sound waves toward tile ehlsfic tympanic menlbrane com-
nlonly known as tile eardrunl. Tlle conically shaped tympanic membrane transfor_lls

tile energy of sound waves into mechanical energy of the nliddle-car osslcles, a set of
small hones. Tile ossicle chain, acting as an impedance transfornler, trmlsnlitS tile vibra-
tions of the tynlpanic inenlbrane to the oval window. This window moves ill and oat,

much llke a piston, generating pressare waves Jo file perilympb, a nearly incompressible
flnid in tile inner ear. Tile pressure differential that results moves die basilnr nlentbnnle
and the orgml of Corti, The hair cells in the organ of Corti transform tile nlechanical
motions into nerve impulses, which are transnlittcd through the eighth nerve into higher
centers ill tile brahl, where they are decoded and interpreted as soand. See lignre 3 and

figure 4.

The preceding description indicates thai sound is transnfittcd to the brain first by
conductive and then by nearological nleans. Condacliva mechanisnls--nlovcnlent of
membranes, bones alld fluid_propagale tile sotmd waves from tile external tbrotlgh tile

middle and inner ears. In the inner ear proper, direct conductive stimtdation of tile tiny
nerve receptors translates tbe previously medlanical activity to ml electrical, or neurologi-
cal, activity.

The importance of making tbis distblction between conductive and neurological

transnlission is simply that noise tends principally to damage the nenrological auditory
nlechanisnts-the hair cells. Most frequently, noise-lndttced injury first occnrs to the

Otlter- and inner-hair-cell strnctttre; then if Inlzardous noise conditions persist, tile orgml
of Corti itself is destroyed. Tile ccnseqtlence ofsucb danlage is that nerve cells that would

have transmitted the auditory signal degenerate they will never regrow and cannot he
replaced. Severe damage from noise expostlre, tben, is pernlnnent. The one exception
to this rule is that sbort, intense blasts of noise can rupture an eardrum, dislodge a bone
in the middle-ear Cllain, or otherwise damage n conductive mechanism. This acoustic

tnmma is often temporary and in many cases can be repnlred by surgery or, if simple
enough, will Ileal itself in time.
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S. SHORTWAVES (HIGH _J D STORTREESNBR'5
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OCopyrlghl 1970 by CiBA PHarmaceutical Company, Division of CI_A.G[IGy Corporation, Reproaucr_d +vlLhpel"
missian ltom CLJN|CAL SYNIposIA. illustratau by Frank H, N_tter. M.D. All rights tesarved.

Figure 4. Transmission of Vibrations from Drums "rhrough Cochlea



HOW IS IIEARING MEASURED?

Hellriog is nlost frequently measured with the use of an instrnnlent called iln
lltldionleter. This device ae¢ltrately produces pure tone sign;lls at known sound pressure

levels, Tile frequencies most commonly used ill audiometric testing ;Ire 125 Hz, 250 llz,

500 l-[z, I000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 4000 Hz alld 8000 ]lz. Tile techniqtle consists of determining
nn individual's Ihresbold of hearingat e:lch of thesefroqlleneies. This is tile lll[llilllUill level
at which tile sound can be perceived. Tile levels are relative to what is believed to be tile

"best" hearing determined from a survey of the hearing of a large nunlber of people. The
threshold levels dcternlined in this manner are called the hearing level at each frequency.

It is important thut audiometrie testing be condoctetl wllere tile anlbient sound
levels do not interfere with tile test signals. This usually requires a soundproof room or
booth. Also, tile instnnllent nlust be frequenlly checked und calibrnted to mainlain
ilectlr;lcy.

If done periodically, file ";ludiogranl" resulting from such a test will give an indication
of a change ill hearing level. An aodiogr_lnl typical of un individual with ;Inoise-induced
hearing loss is illustruted in figure 5. Note tllat the heuring loss generally occurs first at _

freqtleney of 4000 Hz and spreuds out from there,

1
1
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liOW IS NOISE MEASURED?

Noise is nlensured in different ways, depending ill)on tile intended use or the measure-
ment data. The two nrain reasons foF nleasarlng noise are:

1. To identify the source, so th:lt it may be engineered out,

2. To obtain inslght into the Iryman response most likely to occur.

It is not pr._ctJcal to present every tedmique curently available to describe noise.
Only tile lnost widely nsed lind accepted alethods will be discussed. For more complete
ioforn'LatJon, a copy of Ifandbook oJ'Noise Measuremetlt published by Gcnerld Radio
Corporation is being snbnlitted (3).

THE DECIBEL-BASIC UNIT OF MEASUREMENT

The basic unit of noise n'_easnrement is the decibel. This unit stems froln tile ear's

response to sound pressure fltlctoatJons. Tile l'_lllge between the smallest sotlnd pressure
sensed by the human ear and the highest sound pressure physic_diy tolerable covers a ratio
of.'_pproximately 1,000,000 to 1. While tile brain bus no trouble handling such .alarge
range, it is nlatben'_:_tically inconvenient t0 deal with snch large numbers. It ]s more con-
venient to base tile scale on tile ntlnlber of zeros thLin tile actual ntlnlber. Tile co[ninon

lognritbn] does.iust this. Tbtls, the Iogzlrithln of I=0, 1000=3, _nld 1,000,000=6. These
numbers arc then proporIiol)al to tile ;iCttlalsound pressure. Therefore a SO;lie of this
nature used to describe what tile ear olin StyliSewotdd range from 0 to 6, floweret, engineers

and scientists prefer to work in ternls of energy, which is proportiomd to the square (a
qtnmtity nlultlplied by itself) of sonnd pressare. When a Iog:lrithm is squared it simply
doubles the quantily. Consequently, the senilewould r_mge from 0 to 12. Tllesc nnits
have been termed bel in boner of Alexander Graham Bull. Since the bel is a rather large
quantity, it is divided into ten smaller units, so that tile scale now extends from 0 to 120
decibels, or tenths of bels.

Utilizing this basic concept the ftmd==mental measure of noise in decibels has been
defined as:

14



Sound PressureLevel(SPL)= 10lOgl0(P/Prcl'crence)2illdecibels.
TileSound PressureLevelisa ratioofthepressureoi"agivensound to

an arbitrary rel'erencepressure, Tills rercrel'[Cepressurewas cJloscll;is
beillg ire;iFtile sln;dlesl sotlnd pressurethat we cat1hear (20 ndcro-
newtonsper squaremeteror,0000000029poundspersqu;_rL,inch)(4).

Due tofileIognriflnnicnafureoftiledecibel,additionisnotastraightforward

process. It nlust account for the nlathPnlatica[ nlaniplllallon tlscd ill deriving the unit, By
wayof example, two identical sourcesof rLoisewill prodLiCea Iotal sound pressurelevel
only 3 dB greater than one source. Also, two sources dil'ferir_gby 15 dB will yield a total
level not significantly different from the larger source (see figures 7 and 8). Figure 6 may
be ased to combine sollrees of varying levels ralher easily. Where more IhLul tWOsollrces
arc present, they nlay be dealt with two at ;t time until a single level is obtained, For

example, take three identical sources of 100 dB, First add Iwo sources which yields 103
dB, Next add 100dB and 103 dB. Using the table low 1.8 dB is added to the larger
source. Thus the total is 104.8 dB,

..,,...that-,t-.---t.,,t,,....

I 2 ,I 4 _ (. I IJ ,i ii, i _;, ii i,I ill

D_f_'ER£NC [ I_ DEClfl[LS tl[ IW[ r N IW[) t I Vl I ",

BEIN,_ ADDEO

Figure 6. Ch;irt for combining noise levels

OCTAVE BAND MEASUREMENTS

One or the fnndamental characteristics of sOtnld is freqt_ency. Tile human ear can
setls¢ sounds ranging from 20 to 20,000 cycles per second. Most sound will not contain

only one frequency (pure tone), but rather a considerable number of different frequencies.
Each frequency could be assigned a decibel level, Tile impacticability of this is apparent.
Instead, the convention is to divide the frequency range into octave bands. Each band
has a range of 2 to I and is designated by tile center frequency. Tile IO bands which

15



ADDITION OF SOUNDLEV[L5
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i]_ a 3 dB increase in sound pressure level.
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cover most of IIi0audible frequency range _lre 31.5, 6, 3, 125, "50, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000,
8000, ;lad 16000. This technique ole:lsures tile decibel level for e:lClloctave band, It is
very useful in describing tile frequency contenl trod locating the specific source of :_sotlnd.
For more specialized needs requiring better resolution, each octave band is subdivided into
three equal portions called "one-third octave bands".

All exmnple of a typical octave-band _lliMysis issbowll ill figure g.

...... l ITorj_ J,_tt

---- j

I

Figure 9. A plot of the octave-band *m;flysisof noise/

I from a cMctdating nltll2bine.

J WEIGHTED SOUND LEVEL MEASUREMENTS

Tile most widely used teclmique of sotnld ineasur_2nlellt is to describe the levels ;it
each freqtlency wilh a sblgle composite ntnllber. Tile levels are ;lntoln;itieally stnlllned

by tlsblg an electronic circuit. In addition to thls a i1tllnber of systems bare been de-
veloped for "weighting" tile levels at eaeb frequency. Tile most eonnllon tire file A, B and

C weiglltillgs. As illustrated bl _gure I0, eac]l diserimitnltes ¢lgainst tile lower frequeocies
to varying degrees. Tile Gseale Ires relatively little weigbfing and is very oearly a fl;tt
response. Tile A-scale Iitls considenlble weighting against file low frt_quencies. These two
levels (the A nl'MC) are often used to provide a feel for tbe energy content of the total

spectrum. For ex*mlple, it'tbe difference between tile C-scale ;rod tbe A level is large, one
would know tbat the noise contained considerable energy in the low frequencies. As the
difference in tbese levels is reduced the energy will be shifted to higher frequencies.

17



It is known that tbe hllnl;mauditory rcsl)o]'iseto i]ols¢ incorporates a weighting

i system which is most closely described by tile A-weighted scale. In fact, the A-sc_dewas
r developed from surveys of people's subjective determin;llion o1'equal loudne:_s. To
{- illustrate this, a sound at 100 IIz intlst be 20 dB higher than ;iSOllndat 1000 Ilz for tile

two to be perceived as equally loud.

BeCiltlSeof tile close correlaljon between ]luman response illld tile A-weighting, most
of tile current noise emission slalltliltds _llld ]le;iring risk crileria are expressed in A-

weigbted decibels (dBA).

ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE DESCRIPTORS

To go one step further, it is ilecessary to describe all of Ihe sounds present ii111given

period of time ill some COI1Velliel|l nlilnner. AItolnpts to accomplish this ;llld Io correlate
tile results to ]lunl_m response ]lilVebeen ntlmerotts. Tile m;ijorily of these techniques
are described in references 3, 4, 5,_lird 6. Mosl fall into two general categories:

I. Statistical measures

2i CUlllUlZltire tlle_st]res,

C

- //-,, J
..zc _'a /

Figure 10. Frequency responses for SLM weighting cbaracteristics
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Statistical Measures

To obtein stalistical descriptors, it is first necessary to eonfinLIousJy record tile Sotlnd
pressure levels present at a specJl'ig ]ocalion for a glean period of lilllU. From Ibis data,

tbe souBd pressure level exceeded a eert;lill pereent;ige Of time Illay be c;dealated. Tile

most conlmon pereeatages used arc I O,50, and 90 ;llld are expressed as L 1O, LSO and
Lg0, respectively. For example, ;in LS0 of 75 dBA means that over the sped fied period of
Ume the level of 75 dB(A) was exceeded 50_, of tile thnc. An LIO of 90 dBA would
mean that _llevel of 90 dB(A) was exceeded 10%of lhe time. The L I0 gives an _q_proximate
measure of tile higher level and short duratimr noise, Ihe LSO is _1measnre of tile metlia_
sotllld level, and tile Lg0 is a llle_lstlreof tbe residual Sollnd level. I t is ;dso useful to rcporl
tile total r;lllge of sonlld levelsobserved since IllaX_llIHnl alld Illillillltllll ;ire not otherwise
indicated,

Camlllative Measures

The basic qualltily used in these nle;isnrcs Js the eller_y ale;ill noise level (l.eq). By
definition it is tile A-weighted level of steady stale uontinuous noise having tile same energy
asthe aetlla] tinle-varylng Iloise. It is _lll3JagotlsIo nlakilrg eqa3JillOlltbly Illi[ity l_aylllellts,
to pay tile actual costs, wllieh wiry from nlonth to month. Tile zlnNrerousillethods ill use,

gellerally provide corrections to tbls to aeeonrH for different factors. For example,
: uorrections ;Ire made for souIrds of tlnllsnal cllaracteristics (pure loire, for cx;inlple) and

for the time it occtlrs. Ill reconlnlending levels of safe noise exposure, the EnvironlllCllta]

Protection Agency has reconlmcnded using Lcq and Ldn. Tile latt,._r sbnply applies a I0
' dBA penalty Io tire noisa emitled during 10 pm to 7 am. Reference 5 af,pendix describes

these measures in considerable detail.

NOISE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTATION

There is _llarge variety of noise illeastlrenlent Jnstrtllllent;ition It) meet the i11[1lly
needs thai arise. This is enrphasized by Appendix IX Reference 5. By far, tile most widely
used instrunlent is tile Sound Level Meier. The accuracy of Ibis instrument is currently
specified by American National Standards Institute SI,4-1971, "Specification for Sound
Level Meters". This standard identifies three levels of accuracy, Depending an a meter's
performance, it is designated Type 1, II, or IlL

All sound level meters are dasigned to measure some or all of tire weighted sotmd
] levels previously described. Invariably a meter will me_lsure the A-weighted sound level

and nnllst include tile B and C-weightings.
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TYPICAL A-WEIGHTED SOUND LEVELS
UNV'_fNT*_

'J _.N *1

140

_ "P slatNJim') ilO
I

JgT v_l_m am'l J
120

I
'IIVlIIbI_BC_aI,_fOIFIAWII1° _&II_K_'_&dlOJT&tlA

I0

Figure 11. Typical A-weighted sound levels measured with

a sound-level meter. These vahles are taken from

the literature. Sound-level measurements give ouly

part of the information usually necessary to handle

noise problcn]s, and are often supplemented by

analysis of tile noise spectra.
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Type I meters have the hil;hest precision andoften ;ire designed to nlate wlth an octave
baod Mter attachment. This permits the measurementof octave band smmd pressure
levels.

For the most. these meters are portable lightweight and buttery operated. Tile
basic components of a sound 1oval meter tire',

1. A transducer.

2. An electronic amplifier and calibrated attemlator for gain-control (I)

3. A readout device.

These components are ilhlstrated in figure 12 along with illustrations of typical
sotmd level meters, figures 13 and 14.

MICROPHONE METER _)

NETWORKS

"11 I

I Q LINEAR

PREAMPLIFIER I AMPLIFIER

!.......... .J
OUTPUT

Figure 12. Block diagram indicating tile typical internal arrangement
of a sound level meter.

i
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\

Figure 14, A standard sound level meter.

B&K instruments, Inc, Cteveland, Ohlo,

• . _,_ .... Figure 13, A precision sound [eva] meter
with an octave band filter

_lttached to the base.
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WHAT ARE TItE MAJOR SOURCES OF NOISE TODAY?

Tile main contributers to noise today may be classified into the fallowing broad
areas:

• Transportation systems

• Construction equipment

• Devices powered by internal combustion engines

• Electrical apptiances

In EPA's Report to the President and Congress on Noise (March 1975 (7) the major
sources of noise are described in detail, Subsequent to the Noise Control Act of 1972,
more detailed studies of specific sources have been conducted in preparation for product
standards. This section will present a cursory description of these sources and the levels
of noise they emit.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

For the purpose of Ibis document, transportation systems include:

• Aircraft

• Highway vehicles

• Recreational vehicles

• Railroad vehicles.

The principal causes of aircraft noise are:

• The high velocity mixing of gases from the jet engine,

• Aerodynamic noise generated by propeller and aircraft body.

I
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Figure 15. Characteristicsofcommerical aircraft
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Figure 16. Characteristics of general aviation aircraft
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Figure 17, Characteristicsof V/STOLaircraft

The noise producedby highway vehiclescan be attributed to three major causes:

1. Tires andgearing

2. Engine and related accessories

3. Aerodynamic and body noise.
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Recreational vehlclcs are defined here to include motocyeles, snowmobiles, all-terrain
vehicles and pleasure boats. Tile growth in availability and use of these vehicles has been
remarkable in the past I0 to 20 years. The noise output, thougla dependent upon speed,

is primarily a fnnetion of their mode of operation. The major contributing source of
noise from these vehicles is the exhaust system. Of secondary significance is the noise
radiated from the intakes and engine wails.

Subloutce Conlributions

Figure 20. Motorcycle noise sources E_i_

Clutch _u

GIIIIr| _ "

Chlin _

90 Intake / st 8B

--" 76

70

Z

SubtOL_rCBCorlt f_butJonl

Figure 21. Snowmobile noise sources
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Tbe maximum noise levels measured for pleasure boats (both inboard- outboard-
powered) range from 65 to 105 dBA at a distance of S0 feet The lower limits of tbis
range are created by small craft (with 6- to IO-horsepower engines). The highest levels,
exceeding 105 dBA at 50 feet. arc produced by inboard-powered ski boats with unmuffled
exhausts,

Engine cxhatlsts are the main source of noise for the boats cxbibiting the higbest
noise levels. On the ski boats, which have large exposed engines, intake and engine
mechanical noise also provide a significant contribution, The noise levels of smaller engine
and intake, though acoustically shielded, produce almost as much iloisc as the exhaust,

The typical noise exposures for operators of outboard boats are also high. Tlmse
exposures range from 84 dBA for 6-horsepower units to 105 dBA for 125-horsepower
units measured at the driver position under accelerating conditions. At cruising speeds,
operator levels on all boat types (inboard and outboard) range from 73 to 96 dBA,

Railroad vehicles include:

• Locomotives

• Frieght cars

_i • Passenger carsII
_ The main sources of locomotive noise contributing to the overall levels are:

I! • Diesel exhaustt

i! o Diesel engine, surrounding casing, intake and turbocharger

fl
• Cooling fans

• Wheel/rail interaction

• Electrical generator.

Rail car noise is composed of wheel/rail noise and vibration of the car body.
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Table 2 provides a summary of tile sources of noise comprising tb¢ transportation
system noise•

Table 2

Rank Ordering of Surface Transportation System According

to A-Weishted Noise Level

Estimated

Typical A-Weighted Vehicle-
Noise Levels at 50 ft(I) Miles in

dBr¢: 20_N/m 2 Urban Areas
Billions

HIGHWAY

Medium and Heayy Trucks 84 (88) 19
Motorcycles 82 (88) NA(2)

• Garbage Trucks 82 (88) 0.5
Highway Buses 82 (86) 0. I

_,:;i Automobiles (Sport, etc, 75 (86) 21
il City Buses 73 (85) 2.2i,1
_ Light Trucks 72 (86) 77

_'_i Automobiles (Standard) 69 (84) 335

_i! RAIL

Freight and Passenger Trains 94 NA(2)
Rapid Transit 86 0.33

,_:i Trolley Cars* 80 0.33
,;; Trolley Cars** 68 0•33

RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

Off-Road Motorcycles 85
Snowmobiles 85
Inboard Motorboats 80
Outboard Motorboats 80

(l) Values inside parentheses are typical for maximum *Pre-WWll
acceleration. All other values are fur normal **Post-WWll

cruising speeds. Variations of 5 dB caa be expected.

(2) Not available.
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CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS

Althongh there is agreat variety in tile types and sizes of construction equipment
there are similarities in the mechanisms producing the dominant noise. This allows con-
struction equipment to be grouped in the following general categories:

• Equipment powered by internal combustion enghles

• Impact equipment and tools

• Other equipment and fools

The equipment included in these categories and their typical noise levels are illustrated
below:

NOISELtVEk IqBAIAT_ FT

_o/FRONTtOAD[RS

_ mACKtIO[_

TRACTOR|

pAWR5 I

TflOCK_

I
_ CONCnETE_

_ CAANES(MOVABLEI

_ CflANE_IDEflAICKP
i
_ PUM_

_ GENERATOR|

PNEUMATICW_ENCH_S

i IACKHAMHEflSANOR_KDAILL$IMPACTPIL|DRtVEflSIPEAK_I _

VIBRATOR m_

Figure 24. Construction equipment nmse ranges
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DEVICES POWERED BY INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

The devices considered in this category of noise are listed ill figures 25 and 26 along

with typical value of tile noise levels emitted.

i

J I I
I o.--.] I "--e--I [ o=,'--,J

• e•I|o_ eh|t_•r | • Mo_l-i • C_e_n Sllg

• Air Conditioners • Ed_tl • Model Aircraft

• Auxiliary Power • Tillers

• Leaf I]loWms

• SnOW •lowell

Typical Noi_ Levels

120 -- 115

110 -- .;
103 g';

iee_,o"- _.:""" _:_ =ili
J 60 -- 65

50 S8

40 -

20 I

Z_ Z_

Figure 25. Characteristics old•vices powered by
internal combustion engines
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ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

In recent years there has been a proliferation of sm;dl electrical appliances that emit
r significant levels of noise. Figure 27 lists ;i mlmber of these devices and typical noise

levels.

A-WEIGHTED NOISE LEVELSAT 3 FT
3o 4o _ _ 7o so _ IOO

REFRIGERATOR _ _ .

HEATER,ELECTRIC • I |a FORE_A_PUANCtIT I ILHAIRCLIPPER I

TGOTHaRUSH, ELECTRIC _ ... f
HUMIDIFIER I

FAN | | , _,. II_. I

DEHUMIDIFIER -" I
CLOTHEEDRYER __ILq •.

AIR CONDITIONER __...___ _ _ ---SHAVER. ELECTRIC

WATERFAUCET

HAIR DRYER _1

CLOTHESWASHER Ii,-I
WATERCLOSET Jt l*

" DISHWASHER _1_] _- -i
CANOPENER, ELECTRIC ..e

FOODMIXER ...11 [L:-

KNIFE, Et.ECTRIC .. :
KNIFESHARPENER,ELECTRIC

SEWINGMACHINE

ORALLAVAGE L.__

VACUUMCLEANER B4 al •

FOODBLENDER r,Jm|
COFFEEMILL -_:.:

--| -FOODWASTE DISPOSER t_ -- .
EDGERAND TRIMMER

HOMESHOPTOOLS r • lel_ll
HEDGECLIPPERS

LAWRMOWER.ELECTRIC

Figure 27. A summary of noise levels for appliances measured
at a distance of 3 feet
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WHAT ARE THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF NOISE CONTROL? (3)

The general approach to noise reduction can be divided into two major parts as follows:

I. Reduction of noise at its source.

2. Reduction of noise level at tile ear of tile listener by changes in tile patb from
the source,

NOISE CONTROL AT 'tHE SOURCE

It is usually wise to determine first wltether tile noise can be reduced at tile source, A

different type of source might be selected. For example, a process might be changed so
that parts are welded instead of riveted together, A source of different basic construction
but of a similar type might be used, For example, a slower fan of many blades can some-
times be substituted fore high-speed two-bladed fan. Or, the construction of the particular
source at hand might be modified, and this procedure will be discussed briefly,

When modit_cation of a source is attempted, a decrease in tile radiated power is usually
the most important change that can be made, This usually means a reduction of vibration
amplitudes and of the radiation of sound produced by the vibration. We can separate this
problem into three sections:

I, Decrease tbe energy available for driving tile vibrating system.

2. Change the coupling between this energy and the acoustical radiating system.

3, Change the structure that radiates the sound so that less is radiated,

In each of these sections it is usually helpful to track down the important sources of
noise and the path of transmission by using frequency analysis of the sound and vibration.
The effects of changes in the source [for example, speed, structure, and mounting) on the
spectrum should also help in finding the important elements. Tbe reduction of the vibration
that produces noise is discussed later, Cbange in the coupling system frequently means tile
use of vibration isolation mounts, It may also mean decreased or even increased stiffness

in some members transmitting the vibration. Or it may mean better fastening of some parts
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to massive, rigid members, Resonant structures are often troul)lesome coupling members.
The resonance may be in tile mechanical structure or in an air chamber, hl either situation,
it is usually possible to shift the resonance by changes in the struetnre or to damp the
resonance by adding absorbing material. Mufflers may be needed on exhaust or intake

systems. Changing tile radiating structure often means nothing more than reducing the
external sarfaee areas of the vibrating parts as much as possible. It may be possible to put

holes in the radiating member to reduce the effieiency of radiation. Less stiffness of tile
part may help to reduce radiated sound by permitting sections to vibrate in different time
patterns. Large surfaces near tile vibrating parts should also be avoided, siuce these surfaces
may increase the radiating efficiency of the vibrating parts.

Another possible way of modifying the source to improve the noise situation is to
change tire direetivity pattern of the radiated sound. When streams of air or other gases
come out of an opening, riley radiate sound that may be highly directional at high frequen-
cies. Changing tile direction of flow can slfift this pattern. It may be possible to direct it
in such a way that noise in certain directions is considerably reduced.

CONTROL OF THE PATIt OF SOUND

The control of the noise by changes in the path of tile smmd can be analyzed into
three sections:

1. Change in relative position of source and listener.

2. Change in acoustieenvironment.

3. Introduction of attenuating structures between soaree and listener.

Increasing the distance between the noise source and tile listener is often a practical
method of noise control. Furthermore, merely rotating tbe source of noise may permit one
to decrease the level if a ebange to a direction of low directivity factor is achieved. Both

these procedures are effective only in the region where approximately free-field conditions
exist (that is, little reflection of noise).

The most obvious change that can be made in a room to reduce the noise level is to
add acoustical absorbing material. A wide variety of commercial acoustical materials is
available. These materials are often of great value in a noise reduction program, but tbe
limitations of this treatment sbnuld be realized. These materials are mainly useful in tile
room where tile noise originates, and there they help mainly to reduce tile noise level at
some distance from the source. But at the same time not much reduction is obtained at a

distance of 2 ft., say, which isa common distance between a maebine and the operator's ear.
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A number of different types of attenuating structures are used for reducing tile noise
level for tile listener. One of these is all ear defender, which may be an ear plug or earmuffs.
Others are walls, barriers, and total enclosures. Almost any degree of reduction of airborne
sound can be achieved by a total enclosure or o combination of several enclosures, But as

the required attenuation increases, so does tile complexity, weight, and cost. In addition,
great care nlust be taken that tile attenuation gained by the enclosure is not lost by sound
transmission througb a ventilating dnct or by solid-borne vibration. Because of this possible
flanking transmission in ventilating systems, total enclosures frequently require carefully
designed ventilating systems with ducts lined with absorbing material. These lined duets
are essentially mufflers for the air stream.

Wben a door is required in a total enclosure, it should be built with air-tight seals at all
joints, A refrigerator-type door is usually satisfactory when it can be used. A total
enclosure should also be lined at least on part of the inside walls with absorbing material,

This lining helps to keep the noise at the walls of the enelosnre at tile lowest practieat level.

A barrier is not as effective as a total enclosure, but it does help to shield high-frequency
sound, Little attenuation of low-frequency sound is obtained unless the barriers are very
large, and the attenuation of high-frequency sound is usually only a few decibels unless the
opening that remains is relatively small. Here, too, absorbing matel:ial should cover the
barrier to avoid exaggerating the level by reflections from the barrier.

The approach to a noise reduction problem can be summed up as follows:

• Consider the soarce.

Can a quieter maehlne be substituted?

Can the noise energy be reduced?

Can a nsefnl change be made in the dJrectivity pattern?

Are resilient mounts of arty use here?

• Consider the path from the source to the listener.

Can the source or the listener be readily moved?

Is acoustic treatment a usefid solution?
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WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF NOISE?

Noise causes numerous detrimental and undesirable effects on man. They may be
broadly classified as:

• Physiological

• Psychological

The types of physiological effects are

• Auditory (affecting the bearing mechanism)

• Non-auditory

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Auditory Effects

The effect of excessive noise on tile ear is to raise the threshokl of hearing at certain
frequencies. This hearing loss may be temporary or permanent depending upon the severity

of the exposure experienced, These are termed noise-induced temporary tbreshokl shift
(NITTS) and noise-induced permanent threshold shift (NIPTS), respectively. It is generally
agreed that repeated exposures causing temporary shifts (N[TTS) will eventually result ill
permanent bearing loss (N]PTS). Temporary hearing shifts may occur after brief exposures
to high level noise and many last from a few seconds to a few days. Permanent hearing loss

generally requires repeated exposure over o long period of time.

Hearing loss is usually described in terms of the amount of shift (in decibels) at each
audiometric test frequency (500, 1000, 2000, 3000, 6000 Hz), Also, sincecertain frequen-
ciesare believed to be more important than others it is common to average the hearing loss

at these frequencies. The most common averages used are at 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz; and
1000, 2000 and 3000 Hz. The purpose of this is to relate the amount of hearing loss to an
individual's understanding of speech. This topic is the subject of considerable controversy
today. Figures 28 and 29 show tile expected hearing loss "due to noise" after 10 years and
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40 years of repeated 8 hour exposure to various levels. (10) It should be apparent that
permanent bearing loss due to noise requires extended exposures to high level noise. It is

important to realize that tile loss caused by noise should be added to the loss that occurs
normally during aging called "presbyacusis" (see figure 30).

Noise affects bearing by attacking the hair-cells in the inner ear that tnmsmit recep-
tivenerve impulses to the brain. Moderate noise exposure that faligues these cells causes
temporary slrifts, from which they recover. Sevare exposure causes permanent damage to
these cells and permanent hearing loss, Since the nerve is affected, this type of damage is
called a sensory-neural disorder. The other type of ear damage is called conductive
describing a malfunction of the mechanical transmission of sound to the inner ear, These
disorders cause different hearing difficulties. The sensory-neural loss causes distortion so
that a signal may not be clear regardless how loud it is presented, The conductive loss
usually causes a reduction in perceived loudness while maintaining the clarity. The former
is much more difficult to deal with since simply amplifying sound does not help. In fact
it can cause greater distortion. This is the problem associated with noise-induced hearing
loss. This concept is illustrated in figure 31, It should be pointed out that it is possible
to have a measurable hearing impairment and not be subjectively aware of any subsequent
difficulty. Such a loss, however, is often an indieation of.',usceptibility to further loss.

Because the susceptibility to noise-induced effects varies considerably throughout the
population, they must be dealt with in a statistical manner, The term used to describe the
amount of hearing loss to be expected from different exposures is called damage risk

criteria. (1) Two big areas of controversy exist in attempting to develop damage risk
criteria. First is the quantity of bearing loss that will occur for a given exposure; and
second is how tile hearing loss affects an individual's life. It is generally agreed that the
prime importance of bearing is to understand speech. Therefore, the effect is usually dealt
with in terms of how speech communication is impaired for a given loss. Both of these
areas are the subject of considerable controversy by noted experts in the field,

Damage risk criteria can be very confusing, and it is important to realize the parameters
that must be defined to present a complete criteria:

• Noise exposure (usually stated as n time-weigi|ted average exposure, which is
like the Leq)

• Duration of exposure (usually expressed in years)

• Quantities used to account for hearing loss due to aging
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Figure 3 I. Represent, by analogy, two important dimensions of normal hearing-the ability to hear sounds as loud as
they truly are and the ability to hear sounds with complete clarity. IIold Figure on tile left at an arm's

length, and look at the writing, lfyou have difficulty reading tile word "LOUDNESS," at this distance, it
is similar to missing faint sounds. Moving the figure closer makes it easier to read just as increasing volumc
makes it easier to hear. On tile other hand, no matter how close you hold right Figure there is difficulty
figuring out what it says. The word is unclear, because there arc some important parts of the letters missing.
This illustrates a hearing difficulty caused by a loss in tile ability to distinguish between various sounds.
(The word, incidentally, is "CLEARNESS.")



• Amount of bearing loss attributed to noise

• Rationale for how the hearing loss will affect one's life,

Damage risk criteria is stated in many different ways, It is important to know exactly
what is meant by a given criteria. Common ways that it is found stated are:

• After "X" years of exposure to "Y" level, "Z" percent of the people will have a
hearing handicap.

• After "X" years of exposure to "Y" levels "Z" percent will lose more than "W"
decibels average at 500, 1000, and 1000 Hz,

Sometimes a risk is stated for a certain percentile of the population; for instance, 2% or 10%,
This simply means that the figures given are for the 2% most susceptible individuals. The
more popular hearing risk criteria are presented in Table 3, which is based on exposures to
noise 8 hours/day, 40 hours/week for 40 years.

Table 3

Percentage of the Population at Risk (Exceeding 25 dR
Hearing Loss) as a Result of Various Noise Exposure Levels

Noise

Item Exposure Risk
Level (Percent)
(dBA)

a. Averaged frequencies 500 Hz,
1000 l/z, and 2000 Hz:

ISO 90 21
85 10
80 0

EPA 90 22,3
85 12
80 5

NIOSH 90 29
83 15
80 3

b. Hearing risk for 4000 Hz:
BAUGHN 90 52

85 30
80 6
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Since exposures are not usually at any one noise level, it becomes necessary to account
for varying levels of exposure. The fluctuations of noise with time is accounted for in tbe

determination of the time-weighted average noise exposure. For example, 4 bours at 80 dBA
and 4 hours at 90 dBA would be equivalent to an 8-hour time-weighted average exposure of
85 dBA.

Also, given a safe level of noise for a certain exposure duration, it is necessary to adjust
the allowable duration for hlgber levels of noise. This is known as a time-intensity tradeoff.
The proper tradeoff is currently the subject of much controversy. The discussion is primarily
between 3 dBA and 5 dBA increase in exposure level fora halving of duration. Therefore
(using 3 dBA, if the safe exposure is a time weighted average of 83 dBA for hours, tben if
tbe level were 87 dBA the safe exposure duration would be 4 hours. If it were 90 dBA it
would be 2 hours, and so on.

Non-auditory Effects:

It has been found that noise can elicit many different physiological responses. However,

it is presently not conclusive that continued activation of these responses leads to irreversible
changes and permanent health effects. (2) These alterations in biological function are
dependent upon tile characteristics of tbe noise and the exposure duration, age and activity
of the persons exposed, Although current investigations are not conclusive, they suggest
tbat health may be endangered by long-time exposure to noise even before modilication
in hearing is seen. (9) Effects which have been observed include: (9)

• Alterations in the cardiovascular system (heart rate, blood pressure, white blood
cell count).

• Neurological dysfunction.

• Digestive dysfunction.

• Endocrine dysfimction.

• Biochemieal dysfunction.

• Electroencephalographie changes.

Since insufficient evidence exists, it is often assumed that noise exposures which are low
enough to protect the hearing will most likely not directly induce non-auditory disease.
This entire area is one in which more intense investigation is necessary.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Many effects have been reported and observed that fall into this category. It is reason-
able to assume that there is a certain degree of overlap between the physiological and

psychological effects of noise. Some of the effects are very difficult to assess, since intensive
noise exposure is often associated with circumstances that may have similar effects, even
without the noise.

The two most common effects of this nature are:

• Masking of speech

• Interference with sleep

A number of other effects which have been attributed to noise exposure are: (2)

• Nausea

• Headaches

• Irritability

• Instability

• Argumentativeness

• Anxiety

• Nervousness

• Loss of appetite

• Reduction in sexual drive

There is little quantitative data available regarding these effects.

High levels of noise are believed to have a profound effect on the performance of tasks.
This would be of prime importance with regard to occupational noise and the influence on
production. Also, absenteeism from work has been found to be higher in noisy occupations.
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LEVELS OF NOISE RECOMMENDED BY EPA

TO PROTECT PUBLIC HEALTH AND WELFARE (5)

Pursnant to Section 5a(2) of tile Noise Control Act, EPA was charged with publishing

information on levels of noise which are requisite to protect the public health and welfare,
with an adequate margin of safety. For the case of hearing loss, EPA has provided a level
that would protect against any permanent shift in hearing,

Levels for hearing loss, as well as annoyance, are presented in table 4 along with an
explanation.

Table 4

Summary of Noise Levels Identified as Requisite to Protect Public
Health and Welfare with an Adequate Margin of Safety

Effect Level tL,_a
., , ,,

outtl_r _tivity _ "-55 d_ Outd_rs in residential areas
Interference and trod faxms and other outdoor
_l_Tance areas vdaere people sl_end widely

•_ax3,1ngamounts of time and
other places in ._lch quiet Is
a besis for use.

-_L_(24)_-55 dB Outdoor area_ _ere peoplespe_dl_Lted _ount8 of t_,
_ch as sclwol yPz'_, play-
&_mds, etc.

Indoor activity _ -"45 _ Indoor reslde_tlaZ areas
Interfereece and
annoylnce

I_q(24) -_45 ,ca Other In.or areas with human
_tivlti_ such as schcein, etc.
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Explanation of Table 4

]. DetaileddiscussionsofthetermsLdn,Leq(8)and Leq(24)appearlaterinthe

document. Briefly, Leq(8 ) represents the sound energy averaged over an 8-hour
period while Leq(24) energy averages over a 24-hoar period. Ldn represents tile
Leq with a I 0 dB nighttime weighting.

2. Tile hearing loss level identified here represents annual averages of the daily level
over a period of forty years, (These are energy averages, not to be confused witb
arithmetic averages.)

3, Relationship of an Leq(24) of 70 dB to higher exposure levels.

EPA has determined that for purposes of hearing conservation alone, a level which is
protective of that segment of the population at or below the 96th percentile will protect

virtually the entire populatlon. Tbis level bas been calculated to be an Leq of 70 dB over a
24-houf day,

Given this quantity, it is possible to calculate levels which, when averaged over given
durations shorter than 24 hours, result in equivalent amounts of energy. For example,

tile energy contained in a 8-hour exposure to 75 dB is equivalent to tile energy contained
in a 24-bour exposure to 70 riB. For practical purposes, the former exposure is only
equivalent to the latter when the average level of the remaining 16 hours per day is
negligible (i.e., no more than about 60 dB for this case).
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WHAT IS BEING DONE TO CONTROL NOISE?

Over the past two centuries, industrial development has resulted in ;l steady increase in

tile extent of noise impact. It is the addition of new noise sources in already noisy situations
and the proliferation of noise sources of increased output into previously quieter areas that
has greatly stimulated increased public concern and has created the need for increased

governmental costs.

The state and local governnlents have tile primary responsibilhies in most respects,
for the actions necessary to provide a quieter environment. This includes land-use planning
and zoning, building codes, use regulations, and the necessary enlbreemmlt programs. How-
ever, as stated in section 2(3) of the Noise Control Act of 1972. "Federal aclion is essential
to deal with major noise sources in commerce, control of width require national uniformity
of treatment."

FEDERAL LEADERSHIP IN NOISE ABATEMENT AND CONTROL

The Noise Control Act of 1972 states as its oltimale purpose "to promote an environ-

ment for all Americans free from noise that jeopardizes their health or welfare." For this
reason, the Act provides for: the establishment of means for the effective coordination of
Federal research and activities in noise control; the direetlng of Federal agencies to carry
out noise control programs consistent with Iheir authorities; the authorization of the
establishment of Federal noise emission standards in the areas of interstate motor carriers,
railroads and new products distrilmted in commerce; and the providing of information to
the public about noise emission sources and reduction techniques.

The Act granted the Environmental Protection Agency broad authority in the area of

interagency coordination for noise programs. Section 4 of the Act directs EPA to coordinate
all Federal agency noise standards and regulations and to develop a report on tile status of
the Fedend government's overall efforts to control noise. The "First Report on Federal
Agencies Noise Control and Noise Research Activities" covers the current noise activities
of 38 Federal agencies in the following areas: standards and regulations, hearing conserva-
tion programs, noise abatement programs, and research and development. The report was
prepared by EPA and includes the Agency's planning strategy.

I
I
I
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On December 17, 1972, tile President signed Exeeufive Order 11752: "Prevention,
Control, and Abatement of Environmental Pollution at Federal Facilities." This order pro-
vides a strong management role by tile EPA in ensuring compliance by Federal facilities

- with environmental pollution standards.

Tile Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ONAC) was established within the EPA

in 1971. Following the statutory mnndate of the Noise Control Act - to protect public
health and welfare - ONAC has developed and publislled noise exposure criteria and
identified levels of environmental noise.

The Criteria document was published on July 27, 1973. Pursuant to section 5(AJ of
the Act, this document reflects "tba scientific knowledge most useful in indicating the
kind and extent of all identifiable effects of noise oil the public health aud welfare which
may be expected from differing quantities and qualities of noise." This document served
as a basis for the establishment of the recommended environmental noise level goals. The
Lel,els document of M;irch 1974, provides information on levels of environmental noise
requisite to public health and welfare with nil adequate margin of safety.

ONAC has taken further actions to implement file Noise Control Act by:

1. Publishing a Report to the Congress on aircraft and aviation noise and recom-

mending to FAA regulations for aircraft noise emissions.

2. Promulgating interstate motor carrier regulations for vehicles used in interstate
commerce.

3. Proposing regulations for new medium and heavy duty truck noise control.

4. Proposing regulations to control noise from interetatc rail carriers.

5. Proposing regulations for portable air compressors.

6, Initiating actions for fi_rther noise emission regulations.

Tile above represent some of the steps EPA is taking to cnrb noise pollution at the
Federal level, In addition to the EPA, departments with significant involvement in noise

include: Department of Defense, Health, Edneafion and Welfare, Housing and Urban
Department, Department of Labor, NASA and tile Department of Transportation.

Noise abatement efforts by DOD have been both considerable and long standing.
Tile armed services particularly are involved in research on noise and noise abatement
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procedures. The primary DOD thrusts are concentrated in the areas of: occapation noise
control and hearing conservation, operational aircraft noise abatement, noise clbnination in
weapon systems and construction specifications for noise control.

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) provides autbority for the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health of HEW to uodertake research with the
objectives of: defining occupational noise limits for bearing conservation, assessing indus-
trial noise effects on overall health, safety, and performance capability, considering different
diagnoses of nolse-indueed bearing loss cases, and training projects bearing on industrial

noise control and hearing conservation, HEW conducts a bearing conservation program for
its own employees as part of its occupational health activities.

The Department of Labor emphasis on noise is in two areas: Tile Walsb Healy Con-
tracts Act, which covered health standards for employees engaged in Federal contract work
exceeding $I0,000 and the 1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act, extending coverage
to all businesses engaged in interstate commerce. Worker exposure standards under tile
two are identical, Hearing loss due to noise is one of tile healtb considerations covered
under the 1970 legislation.

NASA has been deeply involved in aircraft noise reaearch for many years, At the
Langley Research Center a new aircraft noise reduction laboratory was completed late in
1972. In addition to research activities, NASA provides noise protection for its employees

through work site surveillance and audiometric testing, supplemented by general medical
protection,

Tile Department of Transportation is engaged in research and development relating to
transportation noise, particularly aircraft noise. A separate office of noise abatement

administers the noise program at DOT.

STATE AND LOCAL LEADERSHIP IN NOISE ABATEMENT AND CONTROL

States and cities are entering tile noise control field zealously, as demonstrated by tile
growing number of recently enacted or proposed regulations in this area since 1970, In

1974, 440 municipalities possessed noise laws as compared to 288 during 1973, Presently,
it is estimated that more than 600 municipalities have enacted noise regulations. This is a
significant increase from the I0 noise programs of 1970.

Tile trend in these regulations is toward more comprehensive, objective laws covering

! noise sources and enforced by environmental agencies.
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In April 1973. the Council of State Governments adopted a model bill for noise control
legislation at the state level. The bill attempts to give maximum authority to the states to
regulate noise pollution consistent with the preemptive provisions of the Federal Noise
Control Act of 1972. ONAC will update the document shortly.

EPA regional offices were instituted by tlm Office of Noise Abatement and Control in

1971. Tile regions were involved in initiating projects to bring the noise problem to the
attention of both public and private groups in their area. They have performed noise
related tasks which include: EIS review, collection of data pertaining to the particular
region, workshops, and consultations with state and local officials regarding noise ordinance
development and noise programs,

ONAC provides guidance and support to the regions, and to State and local govern-
meats. This technical assistance to implement aoise control programs takes tbe form of:

• Program development by developing a Model Community Noise Ordinance
which would serve as a guide to communities ill the preparation of noise
control regulations suited to their local needs and conditions.

• Resource development by providing advice on the selection of personnel, aiding
in the selection and operation of noise monitoring equipment, and providing
lists of sound level meter manufacturers. ONAC has also developed a low cost
sound level meter for general regulator'/use, under contract with the Air Force
Academy.

• Collecting, reviewing, and evaluating State and local noise regulations.

The foregoing provides an overview of present efforts to abate and control noise at

the Federal, State and local levels. It is important to point out that participation by the
public is essential to all of these cfforls.
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_ AFTER NOISE IS CONTROLLED TO THE EXTENT FEASIBLE-THEN WHAT?

There is no doubt that after all feasible measures to control noise are taken, people
will still be exposed to unwanted sound.

Tile alternative that remains is to use some sort of personal hearing protection device.
There is a large variety of these devices currently available. To obtain effective performance,
the proper selection, use and care of hearing protectors is most important. The major cate-
gories of these devices are the ( I ) insert, (2) semi-insert, and (3) muffs, which are illustrated
in figure 32:

J_'_'_"_" _ Expandablefoam
reusableplu_s

3-flange
reusableplugs

,,_ "*-Rubber'fllled
reusableplugs

_ • .
(_'q-V-51-R type :""it,,o blep,og,Custom-molded--_ "_ p

plugs

Figure 32
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The insert-type earplug is designed to provide an airtigllt seal between tile air within the
external ear canal and tile ambient atmosphere where noise or sound is propagated. Them

. are three common forms of tile insert: (1) pre-mokled, (2) moldable, and (3) custom
molded. The semi-insert does not fit iuto the ear canal but covers the opening to tile canal,
The muffs fit over the entire external ear and forms a seal with tile head.

The performance of hearing protectors is currently evaluated by determining the
threshold of hearing first without tile device, and then with the device in place, The
standard test procedure is designated by American National Standards Institute $3,19-1975.
"Method for tile Measurement of Real-Ear Protection of Hearing Protectors and Physical
Attenuation of Earmuffs".

Some of the more important factors that most be considered in selecting the proper
device are:

• Nature of the noise exposure

• Conditions under which protection will be worn

• Proper fit

• Comfort

• Ease of caring for device

There is no doubt that hearing protectors are effective when used properly and conscien-
tiously. However, there are eertnin negative factors that should be identified regarding the
use of hearing protectors:

• Discomfort

• Not hearing important sounds

• Possible feeling of isolation when in place

Under the labeling authority of section 8 of tile Noise Control Act of 1972, tile
Environmental Protection Agency is developing a regulation that will require that hearing
protectors be labeled, Such a label will provide the user with information as to the
effectiveness and proper use of the device.
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